tipis, sailcloth tents
& glamping
EAST ANGLIA

t: 01206 298074 e: info@eventsundercanvas.co.uk
www.eventsundercanvas.co.uk
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We were very impressed with Events Under
Canvas from start to finish. Nothing was too
much trouble, they were very accommodating
and everyone had an absolutely wonderful time
and were blown away with the tipis.
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about us
At Events Under Canvas our mission is to
create magnificent outside events with our
giant tipis and sailcloth tents.
We’re all about excellence in customer service and we pride ourselves
on the quality of our event structures and our fantastic team.
We build or responsibly source all furniture, lighting and interiors,
to transform the tents into bespoke event spaces.
We believe strongly that businesses should show careful
consideration for the environment and our business is built on strong
sustainability values. Our company ethos is:

We will be known forever by the tracks we leave
NATIVE AMERICAN PROVERB DAKOTA SIOUX

This sums up our approach to our impact on the world around us.
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Here’s what we’re doing to be mindful of the environment:

sustainable business
H Every bride and groom receives a tree after their wedding to plant
H All of our Marketing materials are carbon neutral

H We have planted over 1500 trees to date at our base at Grassroots Farm
H We look after all of our equipment meticulously to ensure that

it lasts and is in the best possible condition for our customers

H We use LED lighting where possible to reduce the power consumed
at events we run

H We choose our vehicles carefully based on their MPG performance
and do not operate any HGV's

H We keep our mileage to a minimum by focusing our business
on Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex and Cambridgeshire

H We choose local suppliers over national suppliers

H All our unique rustic furniture is hand crafted by us using locally
sourced timber, limiting the environmental impact.

quality of service
› All general enquiries are responded to within 24 hours (if not immediately)
› During events we are on-call 24 hours a day

We endeavor to run our
business in a manner that our
children will be proud of! Take
a look at our reviews to see
what our customers think.

› All site staff are well-trained and professional and will always
be in uniform, well-presented and polite

› We conduct regular meetings to constantly review and challenge
our health & safety record in an environment of learning and
constant improvement
› Every event has a sign-off process to ensure the customer
is entirely satisfied and every detail has been checked
before handover
› We adopt a can-do approach to all enquiries & events,
going above & beyond to delight our customers
› We select our suppliers carefully, choosing
to work with businesses that match our
own company ethos
› Most of our tipi furniture is
bespoke and designed from
up-cycled materials which
are sourced locally.
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our tipis
Our tipis make an inspired choice for any event. The
beautiful structures blend perfectly with their surroundings
due to their tan canvas and wooden pole structure.
Paired with our rustic furniture, woven flooring and fire pits, they evoke a
relaxed atmosphere for any event.
Spacious and flexible, our tipi tents cater for just about any size and type of
event. The ability to raise the sides makes it possible to link the tipis to each
other, creating a single larger space. All manner of configurations are possible,
and there’s no limit to the number of tents that can be linked together.

Suitable for events from 50 to 500 people!

H Weddings

H Corporate events

H Small & large events

H Setup indoors & outdoors

H Festivals

H Parties

H Can be linked together H Autumn & winter events
H Tricky locations
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H Naturally stunning
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The whole team at Events under Canvas were brilliant. Everyone said that the
tipis, all the furniture, lighting and disco ball were just stunning. The whole team were
really helpful throughout the process. We will never forget our wedding reception and
many said it was the best reception they have ever been to and this would not
have happened without the help from EUC.
ADAM & DAWN
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our sailcloth tents
New for 2017 & 2018 weddings are our beautiful sailcloth tents. These
stunning structures are light-filled in the daytime and glow at night time.
Their panoramic sides mean that you can
always enjoy the 360-degree view of your
wedding venue or location. You can choose to
have the sides all rolled up or the translucent
sides can be rolled down to give more shelter,
whilst still enjoying an unhampered view.

Simple décor is the order of the day with these
classic, New England style tents. Paired with our
long wooden tables, they look simply gorgeous.
Sailcloth tents are almost identical to Sperry tents,
but have a patented wall system that doesn’t
allow any leaks or water to enter the tents.

Available in different sizes for events from 50 to 250 guests seated,
we can quote to suit your guest list.
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H Weddings
H Festivals

H Small & large events
H Different sizes

H Corporate events

Dealing with a company like Events Under
Canvas meant that the few days before our
wedding was really fun and not at all stressful!
I would definitely recommend this company.
SARAH & ROSS

H Parties

H New England style

H Naturally stunning
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glamping tents
Have your own glampsite!
Book a glamping village for your wedding or event
for your guests to stay in. Our glamping tents perfectly
compliment a tipi or sailcloth event and provide unique
accommodation for up to six people per tent.
A great alternative to your guests booking into a local hotel and
we can manage all the bookings for you!
A complete village can be arranged as part of your tipi or sailcloth package
or individual tents can be booked and paid for directly by your guests
via an online booking system, removing all hassle and cost
from the hosts.

Events Under Canvas were helpful, friendly,
professional and nothing was too much trouble,
even last minute requests were no problem.
SOPHIE & SIMON

H Guests book & pay online
H No cost to event hosts
H Empty Tents

H Fully furnished tents with
bedding
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H Bridal Tent available with
champagne hamper
H Hassle free guest
accommodation
H Bunting décor
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finishing touches
As well as giant tipis and sailcloth tents we can provide a number of
finishing touches for your event.
To find out how much any of our finishing touches cost, please get in touch for our pricelist.

H Furniture

H Flooring & Stages

H Lighting & Letters

H Glamping

H Décor

H Firepits

H Vintage décor

H Service Tents

H Power & Toilets
H Props

locations
If you love the look of our party tents but
don’t know where to put them, let us
know as we’d be happy to help! We have
great relationships with venues across
Suffolk and Essex.

suppliers
We have a number of trusted wedding
suppliers who we work with on a regular
basis. These include caterers, bridal
shops, florists and more. We’d be happy
to recommend them to you.

Events Under Canvas are a fantastic team
of people who helped create a brilliant setting
for our wedding - incredibly helpful, reliable
and efficient. Couldn't fault the service and
the ease of working with them, thank you.
ALEXA & JAMES
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weddings
Our tipis and sailcloth tents are ideal for festival style weddings,
bohemian weddings, woodland weddings, winter weddings and many
more beautiful themes for your nuptials.
Our service is always bespoke and we can work closely with you to bring your wedding
to life. The flexible nature of our tipis and sailcloth tents means that any number of guests
can be accommodated whether you have 50 or 500 guests.
What makes every wedding unique are the finishing touches. We can provide bespoke chill
out areas, outdoor and indoor fire pits, lighting, staging, hand built furniture and many
more decorative touches.
Tipis and sailcloth tents are a joy to decorate as their natural colours and materials
lend themselves so well to simple and inexpensive décor. Follow our PInterest page for
some inspiration!

H Festival weddings

H New England style weddings

H Autumn/winter weddings

H Tricky locations

H Country weddings
H Event planning

H Help finding a location
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H Boho & vintage weddings
H Range of sizes & setups

H Furniture, décor & more
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Events Under Canvas provided us with an amazing service, and added that
festival style quality to our wedding day. The staff were super friendly and
helpful, from the guys sending us emails and giving us information, to the guys
doing the set up and take down of the tipi. We honestly couldn't have asked
anything more of Events Under Canvas and would recommend them to anyone
looking for a marquee with a difference for any event. Thanks guys!
POPPY & PAUL
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I have worked in events from Rave to Royal wedding for 15 years
and Events Under Canvas were by far the best tent company
that I have worked with. Incredible service pre and post install,
great additional options and beautiful end piece that absolutely
makes the event. I cannot recommend them enough!

festivals

CHARLIE, SECRET PRODUCTIONS

Our tipis are a great alternative to plain white marquees
and require little or no décor to look amazing.
They’ve been to Jimmy’s Farm Festival, Latitude, Hanse, FolkEast, Isle of Wight
Festival and more! Tipis provide a great atmosphere for pop-up restaurants,
VIP areas, bars, music stages, chef demo stages and more.

H Spaces from 30 - 1,000 people

H Pop-up restaurants

H Furnished chill out tents

H Furniture hire

H Chef demo stage/tent
H Bars

H Music Stage

H Lighting & staging

corporate events
We have worked with many companies including LandRover
and University of Essex to create innovative corporate events
that stand out.
Our tents are a great ‘base’ for corporate events staged in the great outdoors. We
can create a bespoke space for your needs with many different options including,
sit-down dining, dancefloor, presentation screens, casual interaction or chill out
spaces for breakout sessions.

H 30 – 1000 people

H Perfect for both casual & black
tie events
H Summer parties

H Corporate entertaining &
team building
H Pop-up restaurants
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H Brand the tipi for your event
H Presentation equipment
H Sit down dining

H Chill out furnishings
H Winter events

H Event planning service

EVENTS UNDER CANVAS
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We simply can’t thank you
enough for everything - our
40th party was unique and
wonderful thanks only to
your unique and wonderful
company and staff.
SIAN & MARK

parties
Looking for the perfect party tent for your event? Our tipis
and sailcloth tents make a stunning alternative to plain marquees.
Fun extras such as chillout tents, fire pits, guest glamping villages and lit up DANCE
letters can all be hired through us. If you want a complete party planning service, just
say the word when you get in touch.

H Big birthday parties

H Children’s parties

H 30-500 guests

H Tipis

H Christenings

H Event planning

H Glamping parties
H Furniture, décor hire & more

The fairy lights, the “DANCE” lights, the
chandeliers, the chill out furniture, the rustic
bar and barrels, the cosy furry rugs - I could
keep going! Such detail and so wonderfully fresh
and unique. We had so many comments on the
night about the Wow Factor of the party and
this was all down to your beautiful tipis!
Your staff were all so helpful, accommodating,
efficient and knowledgeable - they (and you)
helped me through the whole process - not
least the unexpected, unprecedented rain just
2 days before the party; so impressive that
the tipis withstood the torrential storm.
SIAN & MARK
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floorplans & layout ideas
tipis

1 TIPI
UP TO 70 SEATS
+ DANCEFLOOR

2 TIPIS
UP TO 120 SEATS
+ DANCEFLOOR

2 TIPIS
UP TO 120 SEATS + DANCEFLOOR + KUNG

3 TIPIS
UP TO 150 SEATS
+ DANCEFLOOR
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3 TIPIS
UP TO 150 SEATS
+ DANCEFLOOR

4 TIPIS
UP TO 200 SEATS
+ DANCEFLOOR

sailcloths

SAILCLOTH 1
UP TO 100 SEATS + DANCEFLOOR

SAILCLOTH 3
UP TO 250 SEATS + DANCEFLOOR

SAILCLOTH 2
UP TO 180 SEATS + DANCEFLOOR
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faqs
How many tipis do we need?

Can we hang decoration from the beams?

One tipi will accommodate 70 people seated at tables plus
a dance floor, two tipis linked will accommodate up to 120 and
three tipis up to 150. More people can be accommodated if
formal dining or dancing is not required. We can design floor
plans around your exact specifications and will always work
with you to agree the best layout and number of tipis
required based on your own event.

Yes, as long as you do not use anything that could pierce
the canvas or damage the poles.

Do the fire pits give off heat?
Yes a little, though they are more for effect and ambience,
blow heaters can be supplied for more effective heating.

How long do we get the tents?
What size sailcloth tent will we need?
The sailcloth tents can be expanded to suit weddings from
50 – 250 people. We will suggest the best size when sending
you a quote based on the number of guests attending.

Normally we set up one or two days prior your event and
take down the following day. However, we are always happy
to discuss extended rental periods if required.

How long does it take to set the tipi's up?
What do you need in terms of the venue and space?
Each tipi is 10.3 meters in diameter with the sides down and
13 meters with the sides up. We would always do a site visit
with you prior to your event to ensure everything has been
considered in advance. Generally, as long as the area is
relatively flat and there is access for our trucks and trailers
we can erect our tents for you.

It will take a team of 4-6 people about 6-8 hours to get an
average event fully set up. Naturally this varies on the size of
event and how much interior decoration is being included.
Events Under Canvas have an amazing network of friends and
family to assist with more complex set-ups, and so if there
is a tighter schedule to meet we can still help.

Can we have the walls enclosed rather than open?
What if it is raining, are they watertight?
Yes our tents are watertight in most normal conditions. If you
are planning on having fire pits inside the tipis, then the smoke
flaps at the top would need to be closed in heavy rain, but all
this would be discussed with you prior to your event.

Yes, the tipis make for really cosy spaces with the sides down,
and we have both transparent and white walls for the sailcloth
tents. Your tents will be set up to your exact specification and
we will discuss and suggest all manner of options with you
to make your event perfect.

What if it’s really windy?

Are your tipis and sailcloth tents like marquees?

If the winds are above 19mph then the sides of the tents will
need to be secured down for your event. We usually discuss a
plan B with you from the outset to consider what to do in
inclement weather.

They cost about the same and are used for weddings and events,
but other than that they are completely different! Our tents have
no metal work inside and look breathtaking both inside and out.
You will never get the same “wow” reaction with a marquee!

Does the weather affect your set up
and take down days?

Will you provide all the flooring,
lighting and furniture?

High winds can cause problems for us erecting and dismantling
the tents and we will always track the weather forecast in
advance of events to pre-empt and address any potential
issues. We can be flexible with set up and take down when
high winds are forecast to avoid the worst of the weather.

Yes, we can supply you with all that you need. Any items we
don't stock we would sub hire or provide you with full details of
where to source. Of course you can still just hire the tents and
make your own arrangements for everything else if you prefer.

Can you put tents up in the snow?
Yes, snow is no issue for us and makes for a breath-taking venue.
We would need to clear the ground before setting the tents up
and keep them heated throughout to prevent snow settling on
the canvas. You would therefore need to consider the added
fuel cost to keep them heated throughout the hire period.

The venue I like has public access can you still help?
Yes absolutely, we just need to make sure some special security
measures are in place to keep equipment safe.

Can we have candles inside?
Yes, as long as we are made aware so we can carry
out a risk assessment prior to your event.
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I know nothing about tipis and sailcloth tents,
can you organise and design it for me?
Yes, of course! We can also advise on or fully arrange other
suppliers such as caterers, DJ’s, bands and bars.

What about insurance?
Who is liable if the tents get damaged?
Firstly, don’t worry, damage is very rare and our tents are
very resilient! However, once we have set up the tipis you are
responsible for them for the duration of the hire and the cost
of any damage. You can however opt to take our damage
waiver (at 2% of the rental cost), which would remove this
liability for any damages except for an excess of £500. If you
do not opt for the damage waiver we strongly recommend
you taking out your own insurance.
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Burnt Oak Cottage, Whitehorse Road
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